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Abstract. We report observations of space-group-forbidden Bragg reections in Potassium
Dihydrogen Phosphate (KH2PO4), also known as KDP, measured by resonant x-ray diraction
at the potassium K edge. We nd clear evidence for a transition from one class of space-group-
forbidden reections, where scattering is ruled out by the electric dipole approximation, to a
second class, in the ferroelectric phase, where scattering can proceed due to resonant anisotropy
within the dipole approximation. The change of symmetry is clearly evidenced by the sudden
change of intensity and energy spectrum of the forbidden reections.
1. Introduction
Diraction of x-rays, neutrons and electrons is a very sensitive technique for investigations of
structural phase transitions because the reduction in symmetry that drives the transition is
often heralded by the arrival of weak diraction peaks that become allowed due to the change in
the space group extinction rules. Such a transition from forbidden to allowed scattering can be
considered as a special case of a more general hierarchy of scattering processes that involve various
ranks of the scattering tensor - in this case, scalar (rank-zero) scattering. When scalar scattering
(including Thomson scattering) is forbidden, the crystal symmetry may allow resonant scattering
to proceed via anisotropy in the resonant scattering within the electric dipole approximation,
described by a second-rank tensor. As symmetry increases, even this process may be annihilated,
while allowing higher-rank processes to occur due to some exotic scattering mechanism, described
by tensors of rank three or four.
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate (KH2PO4), also known as KDP is a fascinating test-bed
for these processes: the ferroelectric phase transition provides an example of a transition from
forbidden- to super-forbidden scattering. Our observations of resonant scattering from KDP, at
the potassium K-edge, provide a clear demonstration of this phenomenon.
KDP, and many of its isomorphs, are important hydrogen-bonded ferroelectrics whose
properties have long been a source of interest. It spans a wide range of room temperature
technological applications, from food additives [1] to optical modulators in non-linear optics [2].
From the physical point of view, it has been mostly studied for its ferroelectricity, being one
of the rst discovered ferroelectric materials [3]. Indeed, ferroelectricity in KDP arises below
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122 K in a complex mechanism that has long been debated. This ferroelectric phase transition
has triggered a lot of theoretical advances, based on the pseudospin model initially proposed
by Slater [4] and later developed by many authors [5]. It is also an example of soft phonon
mode driven phase transition [6]. Experimentally, KDP has been extensively studied against
temperature [7], pressure [8], deuteration [9], electric eld [10] and mechanical stress [11]. The
mechanism is the following: The crystal structure is made of PO4 tetrahedra linked to each other
by hydrogen bonds. The latter consists of individual protons tunnelling between two equivalent
quantum wells either side of the mid-point between the tetrahedra. In the paraelectric phase,
they tunnel randomly between both sites, whereas in the ferroelectric phase they freeze in a long
range ordered pattern. This pattern distorts the structure such that the ionic displacements of
the Potassium and Phosphorus ions induces an electric polarisation [12]. The transition is hence
at the same time an order-disorder transition for the protons and a displacive transition for the
other ions. In the following, we will refer to the ferroelectric phase as the ordered phase and to
the paraelectric phase as the disordered phase, since this is the structural detail that matters
for the forbidden reections. After a long controversy, it has been established that the phase
transition is of the rst order but nearly second order [13].
In this paper we use this now rather well understood phase transition to generalize the concept
of forbidden reections. We will show that the subtle change of symmetry occurring at the phase
transition can enable or disable some of the resonant terms involved in forbidden reections.
2. Theoretical
2.1. Crystal symmetries and forbidden reections
In the disordered phase, KDP has a tetragonal crystal structure with space group I42d, which
becomes orthorhombic with space group Fdd2 in the ordered phase [14]. The electric polarization
of the ordered phase appears along the unique axis of the tetragonal structure. In the following,
the settings of the space group Fdd2 will be used to describe the crystal. The tetragonal structure
will be treated as a special case, since Fdd2 is a subgroup of F4d2, which is another representation
of I42d. In fact, the description of the disordered phase in the I42d space group corresponds to
the average structure, in which the protons have equal probabilities to be in either minima of
the double well, but the instantaneous unit cell symmetry does not have such high symmetry.
The transformation from the I42d structure to the F4d2 structure corresponds to a rotation of
45 around the c-axis, which automatically induces a doubling of the unit cell.
In either crystallographic phase, KDP has two types of forbidden reections: rst, the
reections of the type hkl, with h, k, l not all of the same parity, are forbidden by the centring
symmetry; secondly, the reections of the type h0l with h+ l 6= 4n and 0kl with k + l 6= 4n are
forbidden by glide-plane symmetries. The centring symmetry and the glide-plane symmetries
survive the phase transition, such that reections forbidden in one phase remain forbidden in the
other phase, preventing an easy observation of the phase transition. This rule is true for scalar
atomic scattering factors, but resonant x-rays enhance higher rank tensors which can have non-
vanishing structure factors. The reections forbidden by the centring symmetry are forbidden for
all tensors of any rank: their structure factors vanish because of the pure translational symmetry.
But in the case of glide-plane forbidden reections, higher rank tensors can have non-vanishing
structure factors. A detailed investigation of the tensor symmetries is necessary to determine
which ones participate in the forbidden reections. We will now focus on reections that are
forbidden by a glide-plane but not by the centring symmetry. They are of the type h0l with h
and l even and h + l = 4n + 2, and 0kl with k and l even and k + l = 4n + 2. The structure
factor F for such reections of the resonant atomic scattering tensor f is:
F (f) = 4
h
f   S^ (f)
i
(1)
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where S^ is the symmetry operator associated with the glide-plane. Therefore, only those tensor
components of f which are not invariant with respect to glide-plane symmetry contribute to the
diraction at these reections. Since these reections are forbidden, the scalar structure factor
vanishes and only resonant atoms, which have enhanced higher rank tensors of scattering, give
a signicant contribution. In the present case, resonant atoms are the potassium atoms and
occupy special positions 8a of space group Fdd2 (or equivalently at special position 4a of space
group I42d). This crystallographic site has a two-fold axis along 001 (point symmetry ::2) in the
orthorhombic phase, which becomes a four-fold rotoinversion axis (point symmetry 4::) in the
tetragonal phase. We will see that the change of local symmetry from two-fold axis to four-fold
rotoinversion axis is at the origin of drastic changes in the resonant reections.
2.2. Resonant X-ray Diraction
Resonant X-ray Diraction (RXD) is the application to the diraction geometry of a more general
technique now referred as Resonant Elastic X-ray Scattering (REXS). By exciting an electronic
transition of the sample, resonant x-rays acquire an enhanced sensitivity to the resonant species
and its local environment. It is a powerful probe of electronic orders, including magnetism [15].
REXS is usually described in terms of electronic multipolar resonances. The pure dipole dipole
(E1E1) contribution is normally the strongest, but it may cancel out in the structure factor of
forbidden reections, depending on the symmetry of the resonant site, the global symmetry of the
crystal, and the considered reection. Such case allows for easier observation of weaker resonant
terms such as mixed dipole-quadrupole (E1E2) terms [16], pure quadrupole-quadrupole (E2E2)
terms [17] and maybe higher order electric multipoles when these vanish too. It also allows for
easier observation of weaker processes of E1E1 origin such as Thermal Motion Induced (TMI)
scattering [18, 19] or Point-Defect Induced (PDI) scattering [18].
Such is the case for resonant forbidden reections in the disordered phase of KDP at the
potassium K edge: because of the 4 axis of the resonant site, the E1E1 tensor is uni-axial and
along the 001 axis. It is therefore invariant with respect to the glide-planes of the space group,
which all contain the 001 axis, and its structure factor cancels out at the corresponding forbidden
reections. The rst non-vanishing tensors are thus third rank tensors. Conversely, the Potassium
site in the ordered phase has only a two-fold axis, allowing for additional components of the E1E1
tensor which do not cancel out in the structure factor. The appearance and disappearance, across
the phase transition, of the E1E1 term in the structure factor of glide-plane forbidden reections,
has a drastic impact on their intensity and spectrum.
Let us now detail the tensors contributing to the atomic scattering factors and their structure
factor at the considered forbidden reections. We shall use the Cartesian formalism, which is
convenient with orthorhombic systems, with axes x, y and z respectively along the 100, 010 and
001 of the orthorhombic structure. Within this framework, the multipolar expansion of REXS
up to the electric quadrupole term has the following form [20]:
f = 0 

D +
i
2
(kI   k0I) +
1
4
k0kQ

(2)
with f; ; ; g 2 fx; y; zg4 and summation over repeated indices is implied. The vectors k, k0
and , 0 are the propagation and polarization vectors, respectively, of the incident and scattered
radiations. Below we shall also use conventional  and  polarization vectors, normal and
parallel, respectively, to the scattering plane. Magnetic multipolar and higher order electric
multipolar contributions, which are expected extremely weak [21], were omitted. Thus, the
resonant scattering tensor consists only of the second rank E1E1 tensor D, the third rank E1E2
tensor I, and the fourth rank E2E2 tensor Q, all of which possessing tensor elements that are
sensitive to the incident radiation energy with their own spectrum.
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The E1E1 tensor D is of rank 2 and is symmetric in the case of a non-magnetic crystal.
Because of the (at least) 2-fold axis at the potassium site, it has the following form [22]:
D =
0@ Dxx Dxy 0Dxy Dyy 0
0 0 Dzz
1A (3)
Following equation 1, its structure factor at the glide-plane forbidden reections is:
F (D) = 4
h
D   S^ (D)
i
= 8
0@ 0 Dxy 0Dxy 0 0
0 0 0
1A (4)
If Dxy is not zero for any symmetry reason and if the E1E1 term is considerably stronger than
any other term, as it is usually the case, the spectrum of the forbidden reection is unique,
independently of the chosen forbidden reection, its azimuth, and the beam polarization (after
correction for self-absorption eects, taking into account linear dichroism [23]). We will show
that it is the case in the ordered phase. In the disordered phase, the 2-fold axis becomes a pseudo
4-fold axis, and the o-diagonal terms of symmetric rank 2 tensors vanish [22]: Dxy = 0, thus
cancelling out the structure factor: above the transition the reection is forbidden for scattering
tensors up to the rank 2, whereas below the transition it is forbidden only for rank 0 (scalars).
This can be seen as an extension of the concept of forbidden reections, usually understood as
for scalar scattering factors.
In absence of E1E1 scattering, it is necessary to extend the analysis to weaker scattering
processes represented by higher order tensors. E1E2 (third-rank tensor) and E2E2 (fourth-rank
tensor) resonances are usually the strongest ones, along with the TMI term (third-rank tensor).
PDI scattering is also expected to have a sizeable eect in the paraelectric phase of KDP, because
of the static disorder of the protons [24]. Here we detail the analysis for the E1E2 term only,
only to show that it does not vanish. The symmetry properties of third rank tensors representing
TMI and PDI scattering dier slightly from that of the E1E2 term [25].
Any third rank Cartesian tensor T with 4 symmetry has six independent components [22, 26]:
Txxz =  Tyyz, Tzxx =  Tzyy, Txzx =  Tyzy, Txyz = Tyxz, Txzy = Tyzx and Tzxy = Tzyx. In the
notation scheme of [22]:
T =
0@ 0 0 0 Txyz Txzx 0 Txzy Txxz 00 0 0  Txxz Txzy 0  Txzx Txyz 0
Tzxx  Tzxx 0 0 0 Tzxy 0 0 Tzxy
1A (5)
By applying the glide-plane symmetry, the general structure factor for a third rank tensor is left
with 3 independent components [27]:
F (T ) = 4
h
T   S^ (T )
i
= 8
0@ 0 0 0 Txyz 0 0 Txzy 0 00 0 0 0 Txzy 0 0 Txyz 0
0 0 0 0 0 Tzxy 0 0 Tzxy
1A (6)
Additionally, the E1E2 tensor I has the following property by construction [20]: I = I for
all f; ; g 2 fx; y; zg3. Its structure factor at the glide-plane forbidden reections is left with
two independent components, Ixyz and Izxy:
F (I) = 8
0@ 0 0 0 Ixyz 0 0 Ixyz 0 00 0 0 0 Ixyz 0 0 Ixyz 0
0 0 0 0 0 Izxy 0 0 Izxy
1A (7)
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Note that equation 7 is valid only in the disordered phase, as additional components of the tensor
appear in the ordered phase with the reduction of symmetry. We see that third-rank tensors
do not vanish in general in the disordered phase. In addition to the E1E2 term, one can show
that the third-rank tensor representing TMI and PSI scattering also contributes to forbidden
reections. A similar analysis of the fourth-rank tensor representing E2E2 processes reveals
that a single independent component survives in the structure factor. With several independent
components of presumably similar amplitudes contributing to the tensor structure factor in the
disordered phase, one can expect a dependence of the spectrum with the chosen reection, its
azimuth, and the polarisation.
In conclusion, REXS at forbidden reections is dominated by the E1E1 tensor in the ordered
phase, but it vanishes in the disordered phase, unveiling contributions from weaker resonant
processes. We expect therefore a large dierence of intensity between the two phases, in favour
of the ordered phase. Since dierent tensors are involved, we also expect a change in the energy
spectrum of the forbidden reections.
3. Experimental
A single crystal of KDP with surface normal 001 was measured at beamlines I16 of Diamond
Light Source [28] and BM28 (XMaS) of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility. The
sample was enclosed in a closed-cycle cryofurnace and the temperature varied between 60 K and
400 K (I16) or 15 K and 320 K (XMaS). The lattice parameters of the orthorhombic phase are
a=10.53 Å, b=10.44 Å, c=6.90 Å[29]. The 002 and 402 forbidden reections were measured at
the potassium K edge (3.608 keV). Below the phase transition, the sample forms two types
of domains related by a 90 rotation around the 001 axis. The a and b lattice parameters are
not dierent enough to separate the 402 reection of one domain type from the 042 reection
of the other domain type without using an analyser: the results presented below on the 402
reection should be understood as a mixture of 402 and 042. The natural linear polarization of
the beam was used. Most measurements were done without polarization analysis, with limited
polarization analysis using the 111 reection of a gold single crystal. The azimuthal reference
is the (110) axis (equivalent to a (100) axis in the tetragonal basis) and the azimuth is zero
when the azimuthal reference is in scattering plane. We found that KDP suered from radiation
damage from the full direct beam of I16 with its usual focus (120 m x 30 m, HxV). The beam
was therefore unfocused and suciently attenuated to yield reproducible measurements during
successive scans. A shift of 3 eV was found between the energy calibrations of both beamlines
and we have rescaled the data presented here to the calibration of I16, which yields data more
consistent with absorption spectra at the potassium K edge found in the literature [30, 31].
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the 202 allowed reection and the 002 forbidden
reection. The ferroelectric phase transition can be seen on both reections around 120 K. The
allowed reection shows a strong broadening due to the formation of domains at low temperature.
The forbidden reection shows a huge change of intensity across the phase transition, due to the
appearance (during warming) or disappearance (during cooling) of the E1E1 contribution, as
explained above. The rst order character of the transition is clearly seen on the integrated
intensity of the 002 reection, with a dierence of critical temperature of about 2 K between
warming and cooling (insert of Figure 1 bottom left). For each cycle, the integrated intensity can
be reasonably tted with a power law: I = I0

1  TTc
2
+ C (C accounting for the third rank
tensors contribution, supposed temperature independent on this range), with a critical exponent
  0:23. The reasonable agreement with a power law shows why this phase transition has been
considered for long as second order and is now said almost second order.
Above the transition, the system displays a regular evolution. The 202 reection sharpens
but its integrated intensity remains constant. The 002 reection also sharpens (Figure 1, bottom
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the 202 allowed reection (top left) and 002 forbidden
reection (top right). The 002 reection was measured at 3.6095 keV and azimuth -84. Bottom:
integrated intensity (left) and full-width at half-maximum (right) of the 002 reection during
several temperature cycles. A t of the integrated intensity of the fourth temperature dependence
is shown (see text for details).
right), and its integrated intensity increases smoothly with the temperature. This increase can
be ascribed to TMI scattering, which grows with the activation of harmonic vibrations [18]. A
reasonable t of this increase can be obtained with the phenomenological model proposed in [32].
However PDI scattering, due to the increase of defects in the hydrogen conguration, is likely
to contribute too, with a dierent temperature dependence. Further analysis is in progress and
will be reported elsewhere [24].
The ferroelectric transition is unambiguously evidenced, not only on the rocking curve
intensity at xed energy, but also on the whole spectrum as a function of temperature (Figure 2).
While there is little change of lineshape for the 002 reection from room temperature to 122 K, the
phase transition induces a strong change due to the enabling of the E1E1 channel, and remains
again stable in the low temperature range (Figure 2, top row). This sudden change of intensity
and lineshape was also observed on the 402 (Figure 2, middle row). In the temperature range
above the phase transition, both reections show a temperature dependence of the spectrum,
which can be related to TMI and PDI scattering [24]. The eect is larger on the 402 than on
the 002, largely because these eects are proportional to the square modulus of the scattering
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the forbidden reection spectra: 002 (top row) at
azimuth -83 (left) and -48 (right), and 402 (middle row) at azimuth -59 (left) and -47
(right). Intensities were normalized by the incident beam intensity but no further correction
was applied. The black curves in these panels show the uorescence background. Colour bars
show the temperature scale. Bottom row: comparison of the 002 and 402 reection spectra at
two dierent azimuths  each, at low temperature (left) and room temperature (right). The
low temperature data have been normalized by the peak value of each spectrum. The strong
intensity below 3.605 keV on one of the low temperature curves is ascribed to multiple scattering.
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Figure 3. Azimuthal dependence without polarisation analysis (left) and polarisation analysis
(right) of the 002 forbidden reection. Intensities were integrated over rocking curves.
Continuous lines are ts against the models described in the text. The continuous black lines in
the right panel show sin2  and cos2 .
vector [23]. The azimuth also plays a role. As predicted above, the low temperature spectrum
is identical in shape for the 002 and 402 forbidden reections and independent of the azimuth
(Figure 2, bottom left). This demonstrates that a single tensor component (Dxy) dominates the
intensity. There is nevertheless a small deviation for one of the curves around 3.615 keV, which
we cannot explain without invoking interference with competing multiple scattering. Above the
transition, the spectrum depends on the chosen reection and on the azimuth (Figure 2, bottom
right), due to the participation of several tensor components.
Let us now examine the azimuthal dependence and polarization properties of the 002 forbidden
reections (Figure 3): both phases (T < 122 K and T > 122 K) have the same polarisation
properties and similar azimuthal dependence. In the following we consider only the E1E1 and
E1E2 processes: the E2E2 contribution are expected to be weak compared to that of E1E2,
according to calculations performed with the code FDMNES [33]. By projecting the polarisation
vectors and wave vectors onto the E1E1 and E1E2 tensors given in equations 4 and 6, we obtain
the structure factors for the polarisation channels  !  and  ! :
F E1E1 (002) =  Dxy cos 2 (8)
F E1E1 (002) = Dxy sin  sin 2 (9)
F E1E2 (002) = 2Ixyz sin  cos 2 (10)
F E1E2 (002) =

Izxy cos
2  + Ixyz
 
2  3 cos2  sin 2 (11)
where  is the Bragg angle and  the azimuthal angle, such that  = 0 when the 110 direction
(which is the 100 direction in the tetragonal basis) lies in the scattering plane pointing away
from the incident beam. For both E1E1 and E1E2, and therefore in both phases, the  ! 
channel vanishes at  = 45 [90] and the  !  channel vanishes at  = 0 [90], as shown in
the right panel of Figure 3.
In the ordered phase, we consider only the E1E1 term and neglect higher rank processes. The
scattered intensity with -polarized incident beam and no polarization analysis is:
I (002)  jF E1E1(002)j2 + jF E1E1(002)j2 = jDxyj2
 
1  cos2  sin2 2  (12)
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The data at 60 K of Figure 3 were tted with this equation, with jDxyj2 as unique free parameter.
In the disordered phase, Dxy = 0 and we consider only the E1E2 contribution:
I (002)  jF E1E2(002)j2 + jF E1E2(002)j2 = I0
 
1  a sin2 2  (13)
where I0 and a are functions of Ixyz, Izxy and , and thus depend strongly on the energy. The
data at 300 K of Figure 3 were tted with this equation, with I0 and a as free parameters. In
both phases the azimuthal dependence of the 002 reection is four-fold and even, with maxima
and minima at  = 0[=2] and  = =4[=2], in agreement with experimental data. The change
of symmetry of the potassium site is not visible on the azimuthal scans of the 002 reection,
which is expected since both  4 and ::2 symmetries give four-fold symmetry of the intensity
along the symmetry axis. However, the contrast of the four-fold oscillation should vary strongly
with the energy in the disordered phase (equation 13), while it is constant in the ordered phase
(equation 12). This constant ratio allows reasonable tting of the low temperature data, but
there is unfortunately only one set of data in the disordered phase, not enough to demonstrate
the change of ratio with the energy.
4. Conclusion
Forbidden reections can be seen as a more general concept than just the cancellation of the
scalar structure factor. The concept can be extended to higher rank tensors, which are relevant
in REXS. In particular, while it is common to witness an order-disorder phase transition by the
(dis)appearance of a non-resonant (rank 0) forbidden reection, we have seen in this report that
we can monitor the order-disorder phase transition of KDP by measuring the second rank tensor
of REXS, which becomes forbidden in the disordered phase. Beyond the fundamental interest
in the diraction process for itself, this method can be useful for crystals like KDP in which the
phase transition do not change the extinction conditions of non-resonant reections. In the case
of a less known structure, the disappearance of the second rank tensor during a phase transition
yield a valuable information on the site symmetry.
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